
RUGGED
Built to MIL-STD-810H drop test standards, the  
xScale S200 was designed to withstand the harsh 
environments of warehousing and distribution centers.  

MIL-STD
TESTED

xScale S200  

BLUETOOTH® CONNECTIVITY 
The wireless, battery powered smart device quickly 
sends captured data directly to your phone or tablet via 
highspeed Bluetooth® Low Energy 5.1.

BLUETOOTH

OS COMPATIBILITY
The easy-to-use xScale S200 pairs with the xScale App for 
easy data collection. Compatible with both Apple iOS and 
Android operating systems. 

OPERATING
SYSTEM

PORTABLE
The fully mobile xScale S200 enables workers to easily move 
throughout a facility and measure item weight without having 
to continually return to a stationary scale. 

PORTABLE

Weigh Smarter          with the xScale S200   
The portable and convenient smart solution for the modern warehouse.  

Capture item weight anywhere with the Bluetooth® smart xScale S200. The lightweight, compact 
form, designed for personal portability, opens to an innovative Y-shape on which items are placed  
for weighing. The collapsible arms make it easy to carry and use, with a belt holster available to  
work hands free, ensuring the scale is conveniently available wherever it’s needed.



Specifications
PRODUCT NAME / 
MODEL

xScale S200

DISPLAY 0 lb to 100 lb with an increment of 0.05 lb

0 kg to 45 kg with an increment of 0.02 kg

WEIGHT 
ACCURACY

0 lb to 100 lb:  
(1% of True weight or ± 0.05 lb,  
whichever is greater)

0 kg to 45 kg:  
(1% of True weight or ± 0.02 kg,  
whichever is greater)

TRANSMISSION 
METHOD

Bluetooth® Low Energy 5.1

DURABLE 
PERIOD

45,000 deployment cycles

IP  
CLASSIFICATION

IP21

RUGGED TESTS 4ft MIL-STD 810H; unique test low level 
drop, open at angle drop 18” to concrete

Tumble Test closed .5m 500 times

BATTERY IC - Charger IC Lithium Ion/Polymer  
24-FC2QFN (3x3)

CHARGE TIME ~ 3 hours

BATTERY LIFE ~48 Hours without charging*

OPERATING 
CONDITIONS

+32 to +104 °F; 0°C ~ 40°C  
(0-95% non-condensing)

STORAGE  
CONDITIONS

-4 to +122 °F; -20°C ~ 50°C  
(0-95% non-condensing)

WEIGHT ~1.4lb/635g

EXTERNAL  
DIMENSIONS

Expanded: 19.29in*2.13in/490mm*54mm

Collapsed:  
13.31in*2.91*2.13/338mm*74mm*54mm

CONTENTS Digital weight scale, USB-C to USB-A 
cable, quick start guide

¹Battery life varies depending on settings, app usage, and other factors
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Charging port for  
long-life battery

OLED display  
for easy viewing

Covers protect  
screen when closed

Y-shaped arms hold up to 100-pounds
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